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Wood veneer aluminum composite panel is a kind of panel with various wood strip patterns

on the coating surface. It can bring very beautiful visual effects and is popular with most

architectural designers. It can be divided into PE and PVDF wood veneer coatings. Due to

their flatness and strength, wood veneer aluminum composite panels can be used for exterior

walls in large dimensions or thin strips.

On the other hand, the different options for processing wood veneer aluminum composite

panels make them suitable for many architectural solutions. Wood veneer aluminum

composite panels can be bent into complex shapes. In outdoor installations, their high

strength, durability, weather resistance, resistance to fungus, rot and mildew are advantages

compared to natural woods.

The natural look of wood, without the weight, maintenance difficulties or expense. That’s

what our Timber Series finishes are all about. These wood grain panels offer the rich

beauty of Mahogany, Walnut, Maple, Zebrawood, Teak, Oriental Cane or Harvest Trail

Bamboo in an aluminum composite material with an advanced fluoropolymer finish that’s

far more durable than real wood. For both interior and exterior applications, our wood

grain metal composite panels provide the outstanding natural appearance you’re looking

for, along with the outstanding performance and value you expect from ALUWELL®
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About Wood Grain Panel Finishes

We create our W-panel Series finishes by applying a unique image transfer process over a color

base coat. The result is natural coloring and grain patterns. A clear top coat protects the

natural wood appearance for enduring quality even when specified in outdoor applications

exposed to harsh weather. We create these timber finishes with our next-generation

fluoropolymer resin to ensure the natural look of wood will endure for decades with minimal

maintenance.
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Sandwich panel construction technology has come a long way over the past 40 years.

Previously, sandwich panels were considered a product suitable only for functional and

industrial buildings. However, their good insulating properties, versatility, quality and

attractive visual appearance have led to the increasing use of panels in a wide variety of

buildings. What are the characteristics of aluminum wood composite panel ?

 Super peel strength

 Excellent weather resistance, corrosion resistance, pollution resistance

 Excellent surface flatness and smoothness

 Uniform coating, various colors

 Fire protection, excellent thermal

and acoustic insulation

 Excellent impact resistance

 Lightweight and easy to process

 Easy to maintain, self-cleaning
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Wood Texture Panel Applications

W-Panel Series finishes are available in both our traditional core or our fire-resistant (fr) core.

Easy to fabricate using standard tools, they provide the elegant look, rigidity, and feel of real

wood at a fraction of the weight and without the need for weatherproofing maintenance.

These characteristics make our finishes perfect for cladding systems, modular buildings,

fascia, accent bands, canopies, column covers, and signage. .

 The decoration and renovation of old buildings

 Curtain wall panel for outside walls of normal buildings

 Advertisement board display platforms and signboards

 Industrial materials and materials for vehicles and boats

 Exhibition halls, lobbies, offices, banks,

 Hotels, restaurants, apartments and other building

heavy curtain wall decoration
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Technology #

Thanks to the Taiwan parent company's 40 years of
equipment manufacturing experience, we can continue to
innovate products.

We know machine, we make panel better.

Panel total thickness 2/3/4/5/6 mm

Aluminum thickness 0.2- 0.5 mm

Panel width 1,000-1,550 mm

Panel length Max 6.0 meter

Color By request
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